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cGAMP-activated cGAS–STING signaling: 
its bacterial origins and evolutionary 
adaptation by metazoans

Dinshaw J. Patel    1 , You Yu1 & Wei Xie    2

The metazoan cGAMP-activated cGAS–STING innate immunity pathway 
is triggered in response to genomic instability and DNA damage, thereby 
providing host defense against microbial pathogens. This pathway also 
impacts on autophagy, cellular senescence and antitumor immunity, 
while its overactivation triggers autoimmune and inflammatory diseases. 
Metazoan cGAS generates cGAMP containing distinct combinations 
of 3′-5′ and 2′-5′ linkages, which target the adaptor protein STING and 
activate the innate immune response through a signaling cascade leading 
to upregulation of cytokine and interferon production. This Review 
highlights a structure-based mechanistic perspective of recent advances in 
cGAMP-activated cGAS–STING innate immune signaling by focusing on the 
cGAS sensor, cGAMP second messenger and STING adaptor components, 
thereby elucidating the specificity, activation, regulation and signal 
transduction features of the pathway. In addition, the Review addresses 
progress towards identification of inhibitors and activators targeting 
cGAS and STING, as well as strategies developed by pathogens to evade 
cGAS–STING immunity. Most importantly, it highlights cyclic nucleotide 
second messengers as ancient signaling molecules that elicit a potent 
innate immune response that originated in bacteria and evolved through 
evolutionary adaptation to metazoans.

Cyclic dinucleotides (CDNs) are ancient signaling molecules that sense 
and respond to pathogen infection1–3. In the metazoan cGAS–STING 
pathway, aberrant or mislocalized double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) is 
sensed in the cytosol by the nucleotidyltransferase sensor cGAS (cyclic 
GMP-AMP synthase) to generate cGAMP (cyclic AMP-GMP), a diffusible 
cyclic dinucleotide second messenger, which in turn activates the adap-
tor protein STING (stimulator of interferon genes). Activation of STING 
triggers phosphorylation of downstream kinases and transcription 
factors, resulting in upregulation of cytokine and interferon produc-
tion, leading to cell death4–9. Defects in cGAS and STING affect immune 
defense and immune adjuvant effects10, autophagy11, inflammation7 and 
cellular senescence7,12, while chronic activation of cGAS by self-DNA or 

gain-of-function mutations in the gene encoding STING can result in 
autoimmune and autoinflammatory diseases13–15. cGAS has been shown 
to be an innate immune sensor of retroviruses16 and is essential for the 
antitumor effect of immune checkpoint blockade17. The physiological 
and pathological relevance of the cGAS–STING pathway, and its role in 
mediating immunity and inflammation, has been reviewed recently18–20.

One advantage of second messenger signaling is that it allows 
for the amplification of input signals. In addition, cGAMP can be 
transferred to neighboring bystander cells through gap junctions21, 
as well as by being packaged into virions22. In addition to direct trans-
fer, 2′3′-cGAMP can be secreted into the microenvironment by chan-
nel proteins, where patrolling immune cells can sense and import it.  
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have demonstrated that, upon dsDNA binding, cGASCD is activated 
through conformational transitions, resulting in the formation of a 
catalytically competent and accessible nucleotide-binding pocket for 
cGAMP generation29. Structural studies, complemented by chemical, 
biochemical and cellular assays, have established that cyclization 
occurs in a stepwise manner through initial generation of 5′-pppG(2′,5′)
pA prior to cyclization to c[G(2′,5′)pA(3′,5′)p] (designated 2′3′-cGAMP). 
2′3′-cGAMP is positioned in the catalytic pocket such that the adenosine 
base is stacked over a Tyr ring while the guanosine base is anchored 
through hydrogen bond formation29. Furthermore, mutant cGASCD 
dsDNA-binding residues, or mutant residues in the catalytic pocket, 
exhibit reduced or abrogated activity.

Three distinct dsDNA-binding sites facilitate oligomerization 
of cGASCD

Human cGASCD (Fig. 1a), both in the apo state and when bound to dsDNA, 
has been observed to form a dimer in crystal structures, resulting in 
cGASCD interacting with dsDNA through two juxtaposed binding sites 
(labeled A and B, Fig. 1b) that are associated with 2:2 cGASCD–DNA 
complex formation38,39. Functional studies have established that, at 
major site-A (Fig. 1c) and minor site-B (Fig. 1d), electrostatic interac-
tions between the DNA phosphate backbone and basic amino acids on 
surface-exposed loops and structured elements of cGASCD contribute 
to cGAS activation, as does the protein-protein interface across the 
dimer. cGAS activation strongly depends on dsDNA length, giving rise 
to cooperative sensing by cGASCD dimers that are capable of forming 
ladder-like networks along longer dsDNA40.

More recently, another major dsDNA-binding site on human 
cGASCD, labeled site-C (Fig. 1e), has been shown to involve conserved 
basic residues that interact with the sugar-phosphate backbone of 
DNA (Fig. 1f)41. This interface increases the cGAS–DNA binding valency, 
thereby facilitating the formation of cluster networks for cooperative 
sensing of longer DNA. Studies of cGASCD site-C interfacial residue 
alterations support the essential contribution of site-C to the enzymatic 
function of cGAS.

dsDNA-mediated conformational changes in cGASCD 
activation loop
Initial studies focused on the major DNA-binding site on cGASCD, 
site-A, which resides antipodally of the catalytic pocket, where 
cGAMP formation occurs (Fig. 1b). Comparison of the active site 
in the crystal structures of mouse cGASCD in the apo state (Fig. 2a) 
with that bound to dsDNA and cGAMP (Fig. 2b) identified concerted 
conformational changes that are associated with reorganization of 
a pair of loops and β-strands lining the cGASCD catalytic pocket on 
complex formation29,37,38. These conformational transitions (Fig. 2c 
and its insert) occur because of electrostatic interactions between 
basic side chains and the phosphate backbone on complex forma-
tion, explaining sequence-independent recognition. Closer inspec-
tion revealed that a loop containing a GS (Gly-Ser) motif spanning 
β-strands was flexible in the apo state but adopted a well-defined 
conformation composed of a short helix in the dsDNA-bound state 
(black arrow, Fig. 2b) and was positioned in proximity to two acidic 
catalytic residues29,39. Such stabilization of the GS-containing loop 
may play a critical regulatory role among nucleotidyltransferases, 
given that a similar stabilization has been observed in 2′,5′-OAS 
(2′,5′-oligoadenylate synthetase) in complex with dsRNA and substrate  
analogs42,43.

Human cGASCD–dsDNA complex and DNA length, and 
Mn2+-dependent activation
To date, two crystal structures for modified human cGASCD (Fig. 2d) 
bound to 17-base-pair (bp) dsDNA have been described: one with cGASCD 
containing two alterations, K187N and L195R, on the site-A DNA-binding 
surface44, and another with cGASCD containing three alterations, K299E, 

Thus, cGAMP can serve as an ‘immunotransmitter’ in antitumor 
immunity, whereas ENPP1, a membrane-bound phosphodiesterase, 
degrades extracellular cGAMP to attenuate cGAS–STING signaling. 
A non-catalytic function of nuclear cGAS involves inhibition of DNA 
double-strand break (DSB) repair by homologous recombination, 
thereby promoting tumorigenesis23,24.

There are earlier structural biology reviews on the cGAS–STING 
surveillance pathway8,25–27, so in this Review, greater emphasis has been 
placed on recent publications.

Sensor cGAS
Nucleotidyltransferases
Vibrio cholerae DncV and metazoan cGAS are founding members of 
a large family of template-independent nucleotidyltransferases that 
catalytically generate CDN second messengers from a pair of nucleo-
side triphosphates (NTPs)26,28. Their catalytic domains exhibit a com-
mon nucleotidyltransferase fold and display extreme diversity in their 
capacity to synthesize CDN second messengers. The catalytic domain 
is composed of an amino-terminal lobe containing the catalytic acidic 
residues, and a carboxy-terminal lobe containing a zinc-binding module 
that mediates DNA recognition and is involved in cGAS dimerization. 
The substrate-binding site is located in a cleft between these two lobes, 
and the CDN is generated from NTPs in two sequential reactions that 
involve the initial formation of a linear intermediate, which then under-
goes cyclization. Notably, cGAS and DncV homologs are widespread in 
bacteria and are termed CD-NTases (cGAS/DncV-like nucleotidyltrans-
ferases); members of this family rapidly initiate signaling responses to 
changing environmental conditions through multi-turnover amplifica-
tion of CDN production.

The active site of CD-NTases is composed of donor and accep-
tor nucleotide-binding pockets, which are lined by acidic catalytic 
residues, and two divalent cations that mediate SN2 nucleophilic sub-
stitution reactions. In the first step, the nucleobase and α-phosphate 
of the donor nucleotide is transferred to the 2′ or 3′ oxygen of the 
acceptor nucleotide to form a linear dinucleotide pppNpN interme-
diate. Cyclization occurs in the second step, following a switch of  
the nucleobase in the donor and acceptor positions, with the α phos-
phate of the intermediate transferred intramolecularly to the 2′ or 3′ 
oxygen of the acceptor nucleotide. Notably, both steps are catalyzed 
within a single binding pocket29,30.

3′3′-cGAMP produced by DncV cyclase from Vibrio cholerae
The first report on the generation of hybrid cGAMP was a demonstra-
tion of its synthesis from ATP and GTP by DncV, a dinucleotide cyclase 
associated with the V. cholerae strain behind the seventh cholera pan-
demic31. The report showed that cGAMP is a signaling molecule involved 
in V. cholerae virulence, and that DncV is required for the bacteria to 
colonize the intestine and downregulates V. cholerae chemotaxis. 
Follow-up studies demonstrated that cGAMP produced from DncV 
contained a pair of 3′-5′ linkages, and that the enzyme was constitutively 
active even in the absence of dsDNA.

2′3′-cGAMP produced by dsDNA-bound metazoan sensor 
cGAS
In a key set of seminal discoveries, cGAS was identified as a cytoplasmic 
DNA sensor that activates the type I interferon pathway by synthesizing 
the second messenger cGAMP from GTP and ATP in the presence of 
dsDNA32,33. Further, cGAMP bound to and activated the adaptor protein 
STING, resulting in the activation of the transcription factor IRF3 and 
subsequent induction of interferon β.

Next, the phosphodiester linkages of cGAMP were elucidated 
by crystallographic, enzymatic digestion, nuclear magnetic reso-
nance, mass spectroscopy and chemical synthesis approaches29,34–37. 
Crystal structures of the catalytic domain of mouse cGAS (cGASCD) 
in the free state and bound to added ATP, GTP and both ATP and GTP 
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K300A and K301E, on the site-C DNA-binding surface (Fig. 2d)41. The 
availability of this pair of structures of human cGASCD–DNA com-
plexes (Fig. 2e) should facilitate the design of inhibitors targeting 
dsDNA-bound human cGASCD.

Notably, generation of cGAMP by human cGASCD is reduced com-
pared with other mammalian analogs and is dependent on DNA length; 
>45 bp of dsDNA is required for efficient production of cGAMP. This 
regulation has been attributed to Lys187 and Leu195 in human cGASCD, 
which map to a long α-helical segment. These two amino acids (Fig. 2f) 
modify the site-A DNA-binding surface of human cGASCD, resulting in 
oligomerization-mediated recognition of longer DNA44.

Recent structural studies on the linear pppG(2′-5′)G intermediate 
in complex with cGASCD have shown that Mn2+-activated cGASCD under-
goes global changes that are similar to those that DNA-activated cGASCD 
undergoes, except for widening of the catalytic pocket for substrate 
entry in 2′3′-cGAMP formation45. Unlike Mg2+, which coordinates to 
the acidic catalytic-triad residues of cGAS, Mn2+ instead coordinates 
to the triphosphate of the pppG(2′,5′)G intermediate. Importantly, the 
pppG(2′-5′)G intermediate adopts an inverted orientation in the active 
pocket in the Mn2+-activated complex.

Reprogramming of cGASCD dinucleotide linkage specificity
Comparison of the structures of DncV, which produces 3′3′-cGAMP, and 
cGAS, which produces 2′3′-cGAMP, highlights similarities and differ-
ences46. Despite minimal sequence identity, the overall structures and 
the catalytic core of DncV and cGAS exhibit remarkable similarity. Nev-
ertheless, unlike cGAS, which adopts a dimeric fold and requires dsDNA 
for activation, DncV adopts a monomeric fold and an autoactivated 
state that is constitutively active. This unexpected behavior of DncV 
can be explained by its catalytic basic amino acids being positioned 
for competent divalent metal-ion coordination, even in the apo state, 
and by it not changing conformation upon binding substrates. Finally, 
unlike cGAS, for which regulatory loops restrict access to the substrate 
channel in the apo state and catalysis occurs through a pppG(2′-5′)
A linear intermediate29, these loops are missing in DncV. This results 
in a substrate-competent, permanently open active site, and DncV 
cyclization proceeds through a pppA(3′-5′)G linear intermediate46. 
A detailed comparison of extended and recessed residues lining the 
catalytic pocket of DncV and cGAS established that active-site remod-
eling involving the size of cGAS residues Thr211 and Arg376 (Fig. 2f) 
controls substrate rotation and phosphodiester linkage specificity, 
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Fig. 1 | Protein-DNA interfaces in the crystal structure of the human cGASCD–
DNA complex. a, Domain architecture of human c-GAS. The catalytic domain of 
human cGAS is labeled hcGASCD. aa, amino acids. b, Structure of the hcGASCD–
DNA complex at 3.2-Å resolution, with emphasis on the 2:2 stoichiometry  
(PDB: 6EDB). This complex also contained a SRY protein element that targeted 
its sequence-specific DNA element, which has been deleted for clarity. The pairs 
of hcGASCD and DNA elements are labeled (1) and (2), and distinct protein-DNA 
interfaces are labeled site-A and site-B. c, Structural details of the major site-A 
interface of hcGASCD (2) bound to DNA (2). DNA-phosphate-interacting basic 

amino acids are labeled and shown in stick representation. d, Structural details 
of the minor site-B interface of hcGASCD (1) bound to DNA (2). DNA-phosphate-
interacting basic amino acids are labeled and shown in stick representation.  
e, The structure of the complex shown in b together with DNA (3) emphasizing 
the major protein-DNA site-C interface. f, Structural details of the major site-C 
interface of hcGASCD (1) bound to DNA (3). DNA-phosphate-interacting basic 
amino acids are labeled and shown in stick representation. The intermolecular 
contacts are partitioned between the α region, KRKR loop and KKH loop 
segments.
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Fig. 2 | Conformational changes on formation of the mouse cGASCD–DNA 
complex, crystal structures of mutant-facilitated human cGASCD–DNA 
complexes and a list of cGASCD inhibitors. a,b, Comparison of the catalytic 
pocket of mouse cGASCD (mcGASCD) in the 2.0-Å-resolution structure in the 
apo state (a; PDB: 4K8V) and in the 2.3-Å-resolution structure of cGAMP in the 
DNA-bound state (panel b; PDB: 4K9B). The black arrow in b highlights one of 
the many conformational changes on complex formation. c, Superposition 
of crystal structures of apo- (in blue; PDB: 4K8V) and dsDNA-bound (in 
magenta; PDB: 4K96) mouse cGASCD. 2′3′-cGAMP is positioned in the binding 
pocket in a stick representation. The boxed expanded view on right shows 
the superposition in the catalytic pocket, with arrows highlighting the 
conformational changes on complex formation. d, Domain architecture 

of hcGASCD, emphasizing the substitutions that are required for successful 
crystallization of the DNA-bound complex. e, The 2.3-Å-resolution structure of 
the K187N L195R dual-mutant hcGASCD–DNA complex (PDB: 6CT9), emphasizing 
the 2:2 complex. The dual mutant is positioned at the site-A protein-DNA 
interface. The structure of the K299E R300A K301E triple-mutant complex at 
2.1-Å resolution (PDB: 6EDC) is not shown. The triple mutant is positioned at 
the site-C protein–DNA interface. f, The structure of the human cGASCD–DNA 
complex (PDB: 6EDB), stressing the interaction site-A between cGASCD and DNA. 
The amino acids mentioned in the text are labeled and shown in a space-filling 
representation. g–j, Chemical formulas of the hcGAS inhibitors RU-521 (g), G150 
(h), PF-06928215 (i) and CU-76 (j).
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allowing reprogramming of the cGAS active site through replacements 
of these residues to their DncV amino acid counterparts to produce 
3′3′-cGAMP46.

Small-molecule targeting of the cGAS catalytic pocket
Current efforts to identify cGASCD-targeting inhibitors have focused on 
those that either target the active site or compete with DNA for bind-
ing the enzyme15,47–49. The most successful efforts to date have used 
high-throughput screens coupled with structure-guided optimization. 
Such efforts have identified RU.521 (Fig. 2g)50 and G150 (Fig. 2h)51, both 
of which bind within the cGASCD active site, with G150 exhibiting potent 
in vitro selectivity in humans (half-maximum inhibitory concentration 
(IC50)= 10.2 nM) compared with mice (IC50 > 25 μM). Other inhibitors, 
such as PF-06928125 (Fig. 2i), also target the cGASCD active site, while 
showing in vitro, but not cellular, inhibitory activity52,53. Further, other 
inhibitors, such as CU-76 (Fig. 2j), which was identified from a virtual 
screen of the cGASCD catalytic pocket, followed by synthetic optimiza-
tion, have yet to be characterized by X-ray crystallography54. There has 
been less progress toward the identification of potent inhibitors that 
disrupt DNA binding by cGASCD (ref. 15).

Impact of cGAS modifications on activity
The enzymatic activity of cGAS can be modulated by post-translational 
modifications, including phosphorylation, ubiquitination, sumoyla-
tion, acetylation, palmitoylation and glutamylation55–57. Such modifica-
tions regulate the integrity of the active site, on dimer formation and on 
protein-DNA contact at site-A, site-B or site-C, as well as on nucleosomal 
interactions and liquid phase separation.

Pathogen-mediated evasion of cGAS-mediated immunity
It has been shown that herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV-1) can infect mice 
and humans, but not other non-human primates, by the HSV-1 UL37 
tegument protein deaminating a single Asn in the activation loop of 
cGAS, thereby facilitating HSV-1 lytic replication58. By contrast, Asn 
mutants or deaminase-deficient HSV-1 robustly induced cytokines in 
a cGAS- and STING-dependent manner. A similar deamidation strategy 
is used by viruses to activate RIG-I to evade cytokine production59.

Other pathogens evade cGAS-mediated immunity using both 
direct and indirect strategies27,60. As an example of a direct evasion 
strategy, the UL31 protein of human cytomegalovirus (HCMV) directly 
targets cGAS, inducing by dissociating cGAS-bound DNA and inhib-
iting cGAS’s enzymatic function61. By contrast, in an example of an 
indirect strategy, Zika virus targets cGAS by inducing an inflamma-
tory response, whereby enhanced stabilization of caspase-1 by NS1 
promotes the degradation of cGAS62.

cGAS–DNA phase separation activates innate immune signaling
Recently it has been shown that dsDNA-induced liquid–liquid phase 
separation of cGAS promotes cGAMP production, thereby providing an 
additional layer in DNA-length-dependent activation of cGAS-mediated 
innate immune signaling63. This has been attributed to enhancement 
of cGAS–dsDNA liquid phase separation by the basic and disordered 
N-terminal segment of cGAS, Zn2+ cations and long DNAs; the cGAS 
enzyme is highly concentrated in liquid droplets resulting from mul-
tivalent interactions between cGAS and long DNA.

Subsequently, it was shown that the protein-DNA site-C interface 
also contributed to liquid phase separation, with alterations along 
this interface disrupting condensation41, supporting a multivalent 
interaction-mediated cluster model whereby both the N-terminal 
domain of cGAS and the site-C cGAS–DNA interface account for 
dsDNA-mediated phase separation.

Regulation of cellular cGAS activity
Studies have also assessed the factors that contribute to cellular 
homeostasis by balancing innate immune activation and cytosolic 

DNA degradation64. In this regard, BAF (barrier-to-autointegration 
factor 1) has been shown to dynamically outcompete cGAS for bind-
ing to nuclear DNA, thereby preventing innate immune activation65. 
cGAS–DNA liquid–liquid phase separation has been shown to restrict 
access of the cytosolic exonuclease TREX1 to the outer periphery of 
cGAS liquid droplets, thereby suppressing TREX1 catalytic function 
and restricting DNA degradation66. In addition, a human TREX1 altera-
tion that causes the severe autoimmune Aicardi–Goutieres syndrome 
altered interactions of TREX1 with cGAS–DNA droplets.

Another issue involves what regulates cGAS activity during cell 
cycle transitions, such as entry into mitosis, conditions under which 
nuclear-envelope breakdown facilitates cGAS association with chro-
matin. A careful study has established that hyperphosphorylation of 
the intrinsically disordered and highly basic N terminus of cGAS, as 
well as tethering of cGAS by chromatin that inhibits cGAS oligomeri-
zation, both contribute to preventing cGAS phase separation into 
liquid droplets, thereby silencing cGAS activity and preventing an 
autoimmune reaction67.

Viral tegument proteins restrict cGAS–DNA phase separation
The role of viral pathogens in manipulating cGAS–DNA liquid–liquid 
phase separation can result in pathogen-mediated immune evasion. 
To this end, the structurally related viral tegument proteins ORF52 
and VP22, which contain positively charged tails, adopt a conserved 
mechanism that dictates pathogen-mediated regulation by outcompet-
ing host cell cGAS–DNA liquid–liquid phase separation68–70.

DNA-bound cGAS at the nucleosomal level
cGAS has been identified in the cell nucleus, where it binds more tightly 
to nucleosomes than to naked DNA. Further, cGAMP formation by 
cGAS was impeded at both the mononucleosome and chromatin-fiber 
level, thereby implicating chromatin in suppression of cGAMP forma-
tion23,71,72. A structural explanation underlying nucleosome-mediated 
suppression of cGAS activity has emerged from cryo-EM studies of 
complexes of cGASCD bound to the nucleosome core particle (NCP), 
both in mice73–75 and humans76–78. The mouse cGASCD–NCP complex 
exhibited 1:1 stoichiometry (Fig. 3a), whereby Arg222 and Arg241, 
associated with loop elements projecting from cGASCD site-B, bound 
tightly to the acidic patch on the histone H2A-H2B component (insert, 
Fig. 3a), a universal recognition site for a variety of chromatin-binding 
proteins79. Such an alignment resulted in disruption of the dimeric 
state of cGASCD and also prevented dsDNA recognition of site-A and 
site-B, thereby providing insights into two factors that contribute to 
the inhibitory mechanism.

By contrast, in humans, the cGASCD monomer bridged adjacent 
NCPs (Fig. 3b), with each cGASCD monomer bound simultaneously to 
the acidic patch of one NCP through cGASCD site-B and to nucleoso-
mal DNA of the adjacent NCP through cGASCD site-C (insert, Fig. 3b).  
In addition, a ladder-shaped higher-order assembly was also detected 
at lower resolution, with protein-protein contacts through site-B 
and protein-DNA contacts through site-C likely contributing to 
cGASCD-nucleosome oligomerization76.

cGAS-like receptors as innate immune sensors of dsRNA
Animal genomes contain genes encoding proteins that are homologous 
to human cGAS. A recent study has established that such cGAS-like 
receptors (cGLRs) sense distinct nucleic acid scaffolds to catalyze 
the synthesis of CDNs with distinct linkages that activate the innate 
immune response80,81. Structural studies have established that, similar 
to human cGAS, mammalian and insect cGLRs adopt a nucleotidyltrans-
ferase fold whose nucleic acid-binding surface is modified through 
insertions and deletions and is lacking a Zn module. Remarkably, Dros-
ophila simulans cGLR1 binds dsRNA that is more than 30 bp in length, 
thereby avoiding the self-recognition that is associated with the 21- to 
23-bp dsRNAs produced by RNA silencing80. Notably, on activation 
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by dsRNA, Drosophila simulans cGLR1 unexpectedly synthesizes  
3′2′-cGAMP.

Highlights of recent cGAS research
Overall, the above sections summarize the role of cGAS-mediated 
production of 2′3′- and 3′2′-cGAMP linkage isomers and compare 
approaches to reprogramming cGAS dinucleotide linkage speci-
ficity, and they explore the design of small molecules targeting the 
ligand-binding catalytic pocket. They also address the contribution of 
dsDNA-induced cGAS liquid–liquid phase separation in the formation 
of biomolecular condensates that promote cGAMP production, as well 
as its restriction by viral tegument proteins. In addition, they discuss 
the recent identification of cGAS-like receptors as innate immune 
sensors of dsRNA, as well as the molecular principles underlying 
nucleosome-mediated suppression of cGAS activity in the nucleus.

Second messenger cGAMP
Given the importance of the cGAMP-mediated immune response 
associated with the cGAS–STING antiviral defense pathway, attempts 
have been made to decipher cGAMP conformations in the free and 
STING-bound states, as part of ongoing efforts to design cGAMP analogs 
as vaccine adjuvants and immunotherapeutic agents against disease.

2′3′-cGAMP formation
The initial assumption that cGAMP produced by cGAS contained 
both 3′-5′ linkages, on the basis of mass spectroscopy data32,33, was 
updated when it was definitively demonstrated by crystallographic, 

spectroscopic and nuclease-cleavage approaches that the GpA adopted 
a 2′-5′ linkage while ApG retained a 3′-5′ linkage29,34–36. Nevertheless, the 
molecular basis underlying preferential binding of 2′3′-cGAMP to its 
adaptor, STING, relative to its other linkage counterparts, remained an 
enigma. This conundrum was resolved when it was demonstrated using 
spectral and computational approaches that 2′3′-cGAMP adopted an 
organized free-ligand conformation that resembled its STING-bound 
counterpart, thereby paying low enthalpy and entropy costs associated 
with complex formation82. By contrast, 3′3′-cGAMP and 3′2′-cGAMP 
adopted highly flexible, ligand-free conformations.

Phosphodiesterases that specifically cleave cGAMP 2′-5′ and 
3′-5′ linkages
ENPP1 (ecto-nucleotide pyrophosphatase phosphodiesterase 1) was 
identified from activity-guided purification to exhibit dominant 
and highly specific hydrolyzing activity against 2′3′-cGAMP, but not 
3′3′-cGAMP, in cultured cells83. ENPP1 is a type II transmembrane gly-
coprotein whose extracellular domain is composed of SMB, catalytic 
and nuclease-like domains. X-ray crystallographic studies have been 
undertaken on ENPP1 (lacking the SMB domain, Fig. 4a) in the apo form 
and in complex with the post-reaction intermediate of 2′3′-cGAMP84–86. 
Cleavage of the 2′-5′ linkage in the post-reaction state of the 2′3′-cGAMP 
complex resulted in formation of the 5′-pApG (pA(3′,5′)pG) linear inter-
mediate (Fig. 4b), with adenosine positioned in the nucleotide-binding 
N pocket and guanosine positioned in the guanine-binding G pocket 
(Fig. 4c). The authors proposed a two-step in-line displacement mecha-
nism, whereby Thr238 in the active site catalyzes cleavage first at the 
2′-5′ linkage of 2′3′-cGAMP, generating the 5′-pApG intermediate with 
the contribution of two Zn2+ cations. This is followed by a flip over that 
positions the guanosine in the N pocket that leads to cleavage of the 
3′-5′ linkage, yielding 5′-AMP and 5′-GMP.

Studies of phosphodiesterases in V. cholerae have led to the identi-
fication of HD-GYP-containing V-cGAPs (cGAMP-specific phosphodies-
terase in V. cholerae) that specifically cleaved 3′3′-cGAMP in a two-step 
reaction to first form the 5′-pApG intermediate, which was further 
hydrolyzed to 5′-ApG87. Notably, DncV activity in bacteria is also evaded 
by viral Acb1 enzymes that degrade cyclic dinucleotide signals88.

Poxins as 2′3′-cGAMP-specific nucleases
A biochemical screen of mammalian viruses was undertaken to identify 
poxvirus immune nucleases (poxins) that specifically cleave the sec-
ond messenger 2′3′-cGAMP, thereby allowing viruses to evade cGAS–
STING immunity89. These poxins, which are composed of N-terminal 
protease-like and C-terminal nuclease domains (Fig. 4d), degrade 
2′3′-cGAMP through metal-independent cleavage of the 3′-5′ link-
age, resulting in linear 5′-Gp(2′-5′)Ap, restricting STING-dependent 
activation and evading cGAS–STING-mediated innate immunity. The 
molecular basis underlying selective cleavage was elucidated following 
crystal-structure determination of vaccinia virus (VACV) poxin in the 
apo, pre-cleavage (as a thiophosphate analog) and post-cleavage states 
of 2′3′-cGAMP degradation. VACV poxin adopts a V-shaped dimeric 
fold with the ligand-binding pocket positioned between the N- and 
C-terminal domains of opposing monomers (Fig. 4e). The 2′3′-cGAMP 
analog is positioned in a deep pocket with its 2′-5′ phosphodiester link-
age buried in the interior of the fold, while its 3′-5′ linkage is presented to 
the active site for hydrolysis (Fig. 4f). Key catalytic residues, confirmed 
by impact of alterations, are positioned proximal to the 3′-5′ cleavage 
step (Fig. 4f), with the bound 2′3′-cGAMP adopting a distorted con-
formation (Fig. 4g) to facilitate metal-independent general acid- and 
base-mediated catalysis (Fig. 4h).

2′3′-cGAMP transport across membranes mediated by CDN 
carrier SLC19A1
Recently, CRISPR-based genome-wide screens have led to the identifi-
cation of solute carrier SLC19A1 as a major CDN transporter across cell 
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membranes, and such transport is required for STING activation90,91. 
Human SLC19A1 (hSLC19A1) is composed of 12 transmembrane seg-
ments (TMs) (Fig. 5a). Cryo-EM-derived structures of SLC19A1 in 
the apo state and bound to 2′3′-cGAMP, the thiophosphate analog 
of 2′3′-cGAMP (2′3′-cGAMPS) and 3′3′-cAA have been solved92. The 
12 TMs of hSLC19A1 adopt a canonical major facilitator superfamily 
fold composed of TM1–TM6 and TM7–TM12 segments that together 
adopt an inward-open conformation, whose cryo-EM structure was 
solved in the apo state through utilization of a nanodisc-reconstituted 
hSLC19A1-antigen-binding fragment (hSLC19A1-Fab) system (Fig. 5b). In 
the inward-open conformation, the channel is wider on the intracellular 
side, narrows towards the middle of the transmembrane segment and 
is closed off at the extracellular side (Fig. 5c,d). This inward-open con-
formation is retained on binding to 2′3′-cGAMP (Figs. 5e), 2′3′-cGAMPS 
and 3′3′-cAA, with two molecules of tightly associated and compact 
CDNs bound in the inward-open cavity, as shown for the 2′3′-cGAMP 
complex (Fig. 5f,g). The bound CDN pairs are stacked in the dimer, and 
the CDN pairs are positioned such that their phosphates are directed 
in an upward/downward direction (Fig. 5f).

SLC19A1 (refs. 92,93) and the related SLC46A1 (ref. 94) are major trans-
porters for folate cofactors and antifolate therapeutics, with insights 
into ligand capture having emerged from cryo-EM studies of their com-
plexes. The folate- and antifolate-bound SLC19A1 structures also adopt 
an inward-open conformation, except that one equivalent of ligand is 
bound within the upper and narrower segment of the SLC19A1 channel.

A future challenge will be to extend the structural studies of the 
CDN-bound SLC19A1 complex in the inward-open state (Fig. 5e) to 

trap and structurally characterize CDNs bound to SLC19A1 in the 
outward-open and occluded states.

Recently, ATP-binding cassette transporter ABCC1 has been iden-
tified as a mediator of direct ATP-dependent 2′3′-cGAMP export that 
modulates STING-dependent immunity95. The results of functional 
ABCC1 overexpression and deficiency studies highlight the regula-
tory role of ABCC1-mediated cGAMP export in limiting cell-intrinsic 
activation of STING and in ameliorating STING-dependent autoimmune 
Aicardi–Goutieres syndrome.

Highlights of recent cGAMP research
Overall, the above sections summarize the unexpected diversity 
of linkages adopted by cGAMP, the molecular insights governing 
SLC19A1-carrier-mediated cGAMP transport across membranes, and 
regulation of cGAMP levels by both phosphodiesterases and poxins.

Adaptor STING
STING is primarily composed of a four-transmembrane helical 
N-terminal segment that localizes to the endoplasmic reticulum, a 
central cytosolic CDN-binding domain and a C-terminal tail that is 
involved in binding to the TBK1 kinase (Fig. 6a). STING was initially 
shown to be a critical signaling molecule in the innate immune response 
pathway that senses the presence of nucleic acids in the cytosol96–99. 
STING, which forms a dimeric scaffold, is a known sensor of cyclic 
dinucleotides100, and has a critical role as an adaptor in the cGAS–
STING pathway101,102. The ligand-binding pocket of metazoan STING 
is targeted by the 2′3′-cGAMP second messenger32,33, which induces 
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Fig. 5 | Cryo-EM structures of human SLC19A1 in the apo and 2′3′-cGAMP-
bound states. a, Domain architecture of hSLC19A1, subdivided into 
transmembrane TM helices TM1–TM6 and TM7–TM12. b, The cryo-EM structure 
of apo-hSLC19A1 in a nanodisc-reconstituted hSLC19A1-Fab system adopts an 
inward-open conformation, at 3.4-Å resolution (PDB: 7XPZ). hSLC19A1 is shown 
in blue, and the Fab is shown in gray. c, The apo conformation of hSLC19A1. TM1–
TM6 are shown in yellow; TM7–TM12 are shown in magenta. d, Cut-open view 

of electrostatic potential surface of the inward-open structure of apo-SLC19A1. 
e, The cryo-EM structure of 2′,3′-cGAMP-bound hSLC19A1 complex aligned in 
an inward-open conformation, at 3.3-Å resolution (PDB: 7XQ2). Two molecules 
of interdigitated cGAMP form a compact alignment. f,g, Expanded segments 
showing the 2′,3′-cGAMP-bound hSLC19A1 complex in two views, highlighting 
the positioning of a pair of interdigitated 2′3′-cGAMP between TM1–TM6 and 
TM7–TM12 in an inward-open conformation.
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its translocation from the endoplasmic reticulum membrane to the 
ER-Golgi intermediate and Golgi compartments103, where it recruits the 
IκB and TBK (TANK-binding) kinases. Phosphorylation events in turn 
result in activation of NFκB (nuclear factor κB) and IRF3 (IFN regula-
tory factor 3) factors, leading to the production of proinflammatory 
and antiviral cytokines, including IFNs (type I interferons), to inhibit 
pathogen infection5.

2′3′-cGAMP bound to the ligand-binding domain of human 
STING
Early structural studies established that the ligand-binding domain 
(LBD) of STING (STINGLBD) adopted a symmetrical dimeric topology in 
both the free and 3′3′-cGG-bound states, with the second messenger 
bound in a recessed conserved central binding pocket between subu-
nits104–108. Bound CDNs are positioned with their sugar and phosphate 
moieties directed towards the bottom of the pocket, while their bases 
are oriented upwards in a parallel alignment. The bound CDNs are 
embraced through a range of intermolecular hydrogen bonding and 
hydrophobic contacts, and shape complementarity accounts for the 
affinity and specificity of recognition. Additional structural studies 
on the binding of distinct linkage isomers of cGAMP to mouse and 
human STINGLBD established that formation of a signaling-competent 
state was manifested in an inward shift of a pair of symmetrically 
related α2 helices of STINGLBD and the concomitant formation of 
a lid-forming four-stranded β-sheet cap36,109. Notably, 2′3′-cGAMP 
binds to human STINGLBD with a higher affinity than other linkage  
isomers35,36,109.

2′3′-cGAMP bound to sea anemone STINGLBD

Functional cGAS and STING homologs have been identified in sea 
anemone Nematostella vectensis, an animal divergent from humans 
by more than 500 million years of evolution. Structural studies on the 
cytoplasmic domain of N. vectensis (Nv) STINGLBD in the apo state and 
when bound to 2′3′-cGAMP and 3′3′-cGAMP have identified a deeply 
conserved STINGLBD conformational intermediate, providing insights 
into the ancient origin and mechanism of 2′3′-cGAMP signaling110. NvS-
TINGLBD in the apo state adopts two conformations, termed ‘rotated 
open’ wing alignment (helical tip 46-Å separation, Fig. 6b) and ‘unro-
tated closed’ wing alignment (30-Å separation‚ Fig. 6c). NvSTINGLBD 
retains the ‘rotated open’ state on binding 3′3′-cGAMP (and 3′3′-cCC) 
(46-Å separation, Fig. 6d), while a unique in-between conformation, 
reflecting a ‘partially rotated intermediate’ state, was identified on 
binding 2′3′-cGAMP (36-Å separation‚ Fig. 6e).

Indeed, this same ‘partially rotated intermediate’ conformation 
was also observed for 2′3′-cGAMP in complex with human STINGLBD 
(Fig. 6f,g)109. In addition, loop elements within the STING dimer form a 
four-stranded β-sheet lid over the bound cGAMP on complex formation. 
Structural studies led to the conclusion that the primary function of 
CDN second messengers is to stabilize a specific (either ‘partially rotated 
intermediate’ or ‘rotated open’) conformation of STINGLBD (ref. 110).

3′2′-cGAMP bound to Drosophila STINGLBD

Unexpectedly, Drosophila (Dr) STINGLBD is bound selectively by 
3′2′-cGAMP, on the basis of the structure of the complex (Fig. 6h), 
both in vitro and in permeabilized cells, to trigger the innate immune 

response80. Comparison of amino acid-nucleotide contacts in the crys-
tal structure of 2′3′-cGAMP bound to dimeric human STINGLBD (Fig. 6g) 
with those in the structure of 3′2′-cGAMP bound to dimeric DrSTINGLBD 
(Fig. 6i) explains this selectivity. Notably, the ‘partially rotated inter-
mediate’ conformation was observed for 3′2′-cGAMP in complex with 
DrSTINGLBD (Fig. 6h), with 3′2′-cGAMP formation occurring notably 
through a pppA(2′-5′)pG linear intermediate.

3′3′-cGAMP bound to bacterial STINGLBD

In a key development, recent research has highlighted the bacterial 
origin of CDN recognition by STING111, through investigation of bacte-
rial systems containing CD-NTases, wherein STING is fused to a TIR 
(Toll/interleukin-1 receptor) domain. Binding studies involving bac-
terial STINGLBD have established high affinity (nanomolar) and strict 
specificity for 3′-5′ linked CDNs, such as 3′3′-cGG and 3′3′-cGAMP, 
with a preference for the former over the latter. In its crystal structure, 
Flavobacteriaceae sp. (Fs) STINGLBD bound to 3′3′-cGAMP adopts a 
compact dimeric scaffold (Fig. 6j) when compared with its human 
(Fig. 6f) and Drosophila (Fig. 6h) counterparts, with the latter con-
taining metazoan-specific insertions within the β-strand lid domain, 
an addition of a C-terminal α-helix and an unstructured C-terminal 
tail. Notably, an Asp residue of FsSTINGLBD makes a sequence-specific 
contact with guanine nucleobase (Fig. 6k); this interaction is spe-
cific for bacterial STINGLBD. In turn, 3′3′-CDNs targeted to bacterial 
STINGLBD trigger filament formation through TIR effector domain 
oligomerization, leading to rapid NAD+ cleavage by its hydrolase 
activity. Bacterial STINGLBD does not bind CDNs containing 2′-5′ link-
ages, and it remains to be demonstrated whether a switch in linkage 
specificity could be engineered through binding-pocket alterations 
within bacterial STINGLBD. Critically, the above results demonstrate 
that CDN sensing by STING originated in bacteria with evolutionary 
adaptation to metazoans as a consequence of metazoan-specific  
insertions111.

Small molecules bound to 2′3′-cGAMP pocket of mouse and 
human STINGLBD

Much effort has been directed towards identification of both agonists 
and antagonists targeted to dimeric STINGLBD in an effort to control 
aberrant activation of innate immune pathways15,112. The earliest 
efforts focused on the acridanone derivative CMA (Fig. 7a)113 and 
the xanthenone derivative DMXAA (Fig. 7b)114, both mouse-specific 
activators of STINGLBD, with crystallographic studies establishing 
that CMA and DMXAA bound as dimers in a head-to-tail orientation 
in the ligand-binding pocket of dimeric mouse STINGLBD (refs. 109,113). 
The crystal structure of the DMXAA-mouse STINGLBD complex (two 
DMXAAs bound per STINGLBD dimer) is shown in Figure 7c, and the 
intermolecular contacts are outlined in Figure 7d (ref. 109). Follow-up 
studies identified STINGLBD binding pocket and lid-region substitu-
tions that allowed binding of DMXAA to substituted human STING, 
thus facilitating potential reciprocal engineering of DMXAA analogs 
for targeting human STINGLBD (ref. 115). Next, a nitro-furan derivative, 
C-178 (Fig. 7e), was identified from a cell-based screen to inhibit 
mouse STINGLBD, thereby reducing STING-mediated cytokine produc-
tion116. C-178 was shown to covalently target Cys91 in the transmem-
brane domain of STING, in the process blocking activation-induced 

Fig. 6 | Crystal structures of N. vectensis STINGLBD in distinct states, and 
crystal structures of human, Drosophila and Flavobacteriaceae sp. STINGLBD 
with bound linkage isomers of cGAMP . a, Domain architecture of human 
STING, containing N-terminal TM, central LBD and CTT domains. b,c, Crystal 
structures of apo-NvSTINGLBD in ‘rotated’ (b, 2.1-Å resolution, PDB: 5CFO) and 
‘unrotated’ (c, 2.85-Å resolution, PDB: 5CFR) states. d,e, Crystal structures of 
3′3′-cGAMP–NvSTINGLBD complex in a ‘rotated’ state (d, 2.0-Å resolution,  
PDB: 5CFM) and the 2′3′-cGAMP–NvSTINGLBD complex in a ‘partially rotated’ state 

(e, 2.1-Å resolution, PDB: 5CFQ). f,g, Crystal structure of 2′3′-cGAMP bound to 
hSTINGLBD, at 2.2-Å resolution (f; PDB: 4LOH) and positioning of 2′3′-cGAMP in the 
catalytic pocket of hSTINGLBD (g). h,i, Crystal structure of 3′2′-cGAMP bound to 
DrSTINGLBD, at 2.0-Å resolution (h; PDB: 7MWZ), and positioning of 3′2’-cGAMP in 
the catalytic pocket of DrSTINGLBD (i). j,k, Crystal structure of 3′3′-cGAMP bound 
to FsSTINGLBD at 1.8-Å resolution (j; PDB: 6WT4) and positioning of 3′3′-cGAMP in 
the catalytic pocket of FsSTINGLBD (k).
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palmitoylation of STING. Recently, orally available non-nucleoside 
agonists, including compound SR-717 (Fig. 7f)117, amidobenzimidazole 
AZBI (Fig. 7g)118 and benzothiophene analog MSA-2 (Fig. 7h)119, that 

target human STINGLBD, and in the process exhibiting strong antitu-
mor activity, have been identified. X-ray crystal structures of these 
small molecules bound to dimeric human STINGLBD established that a 
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pair of agonists bound within the cGAMP pocket for the SR-717 com-
plex117, the AZBI complex118 and the MSA-2 complex119 (Fig. 7i). More 
potent activation was observed following covalent linkage of mono-
mers. A novel approach applied a kinase-cGAS cascade to synthesize 
cyclic nucleotide analog MK-1454 (Fig. 7j), a therapeutic STINGLBD 
activator120, with the structure of its monomeric complex shown in  
Figure 7k.

Full-length human STING in the apo and 2′3-cGAMP-bound 
states
Full-length STING (STINGFL) is composed of a four-transmembrane heli-
cal component at its N terminus, a central cytoplasmic cGAMP-binding 
domain and a C-terminal signaling domain (Fig. 6a). Cryo-EM structures 
have been reported for dimeric chicken STINGFL in both the apo and 
2′3′-cGAMP-bound states121. The transmembrane (TM) helices TM2 
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and TM4 from both subunits form an inner layer and are surrounded 
by TM1 and TM3 from both subunits that form an outer layer. The 
ligand-binding (LBD) and transmembrane (TM) domains of dimeric 
STINGFL in the apo state adopt an integrated and domain-swapped 
assembly, linked by two connector helices that form a right-handed 
crossover alignment (Fig. 8a and insert). A pronounced conformational 

transition was observed on 2′3′-cGAMP formation that involved a 180° 
half-turn rotation of the LBD relative to the TBD (Fig. 8b and insert), 
resulting in unwinding of the transmembrane-cytoplasmic connector 
segment, facilitating a switch from a crossover junctional alignment in 
the apo state (insert, Fig. 8a) to a parallel junctional alignment in the 
cGAMP-bound state (insert, Fig. 8b) of dimeric STINGFL.

Chicken apo-STINGFL dimer Chicken STINGFL dimer
with 2’3’-cGAMP

2’3’-cGAMP

Human STINGFL dimer
with 2’3’-cGAMP and C53

C53
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Fig. 8 | Cryo-EM structures of chicken STINGFL in the apo and 2′3′-cGAMP-
bound states and bound to both C53 and 2′3′-cGAMP. a, Cryo-EM structure 
of chicken STINGFL in the apo state at 4.0-Å resolution (PDB: 6NT6). Individual 
monomers shown are as sticks and are colored yellow and magenta. The insert 
shows the cross-over of the LBD and TM domains between monomers.  
b, Cryo-EM structure of chicken STINGFL bound to 2′3′-cGAMP at 4.0-Å resolution 
(PDB: 6NT7). The bound 2′3′-cGAMP is shown in a space-filling representation. 
The insert shows the parallel alignment of the LBD and TM domains between 
monomers. c, Chemical formula of C53, a small molecule that targets the TM 

domains of STINGFL. d, Cryo-EM structure of human STINGFL bound to both 
2′3′-cGAMP in the LBD pocket and C53 in the TM pocket, at 3.5-Å resolution  
(PDB: 7SII). e, Encapsulation of C53 by the helical bundle of TM helices in the 
structure of C53- and 2′3′-cGAMP-bound state of chicken STINGFL.  
f, Conformational change in TM bundle of chicken STINGFL on proceeding from 
the 2′3′-cGAMP state (in silver) to the C53- and 2′3′-cGAMP-bound state (in color). 
g,h, Model of 2′3′-cGAMP and C53-bound dimer-of-dimers of hSTINGFL (g) and 
contacts between dimers of the complex (h, a zoomed-in view of the circle in g).
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Oligomerization of human STINGFL

Cryo-EM studies have further established that side-by-side packing of 
2′3′-cGAMP-bound STINGFL dimers arranged in a linear manner results 
in tetramer and higher-order oligomer formation121. Such a higher-order 
alignment is mediated by a loop on the side of the LBD domain adopt-
ing a less extended conformation on 2′3′-cGAMP complex formation, 
thereby facilitating STINGFL oligomerization. Mutational analysis 
supports a model wherein oligomerization of cGAMP-bound STINGFL 
dimers, with accompanying translocation of 2′3′-cGAMP-STINGFL 
from the ER (endoplasmic reticulum) to the Golgi, are both critical 
events for STING activation. Indeed, high-order oligomerization of 
both 2′3′-cGAMP-bound STINGFL and TBK1 are critical for the phos-
phorylation of both the C-terminal tail of STING and transcription 
factor IRF3, modifications required for induction of type I interfer-
ons and cytokines122. It has also been proposed that oligomerization 
of 2′3′-cGAMP-bound STINGFL is facilitated by C-terminal tail release 
on complex formation, resulting in the exposure of an oligomeriza-
tion interface, with the oligomeric state stabilized through disulfide 
crosslinking involving Cys148 of the connector helix123,124. Notably, 
alterations in the linker region surrounding Cys148, encoded by three 
point mutations, are STINGFL hyperactive and cause severe autoimmune 
syndrome SAVI (STING-associated vasculopathy with onset in infancy), 
potentially through a STINGFL polymer stabilization mechanism124.

It has also been proposed that palmitoylation of cysteines Cys88 
and Cys91, adjacent to the oligomerization interface, could contribute 
to both transport and oligomerization of STINGFL (ref. 125). Similarly, 
STING oligomerization and TBK1 activation are boosted on binding 
linear sulfated acidic polysaccharides (sGAGs) synthesized in Golgi103.

STINGFL oligomer formation required for transport and 
pathway activation
The C-terminal tail (CTT) domain of STINGFL (Fig. 6a) is sequestered 
in the apo state and released on binding of second messenger, as the 
CTT domain is required for TBK1 and IRF3 activation122,126,127. A cryo-EM 
structure of cGAMP-bound dimeric chicken STINGFL in complex with 
dimeric human TBK1, established insertion of an induced β-strand of 
the CTT of STING into a groove between the kinase domain of one TBK1 
subunit and the SDD (scaffold and dimerization domain) of the sec-
ond subunit122. Given that the Ser366 phosphorylation site on the CTT 
domain of STING is far from the active site of TBK1, a model involving 
oligomerization of dimers of both proteins was proposed to facilitate 
trans phosphorylation of Ser366. The phosphorylated Ser within the 
pLXIS motif of the CTT of STING constitutes an IRF3 binding motif, 
thereby in turn recruiting IRF3 for phosphorylation by TBK1. IRF3 
then dimerizes and translocates to the nucleus, where it induces the 
expression of type I interferons to restrict viral replication and spread. 
Notably, a recent study discovered ER-resident STING forms spherical 
ER membranous puzzle-like structures of biocondensate to prevent 
innate immunity from overactivation, thereby providing an additional 
example of the phase separation-mediated regulation of cGAS-STING 
immune signaling128.

Small molecule targeted to hSTINGFL

Recent efforts to discover additional potent small-molecule agonists 
of human STINGFL have yielded C53 (compound 53) (Fig. 8c), which 
exhibits robust on-target functional activation129. The molecular basis 
underlying C53 recognition by human STINGFL has emerged from a 
cryo-EM structure determination of both 2′3′-cGAMP- and C53-bound 
simultaneously to a dimer-of-dimers (tetramer) of hSTINGFL (ref. 130). 
The 2′3′-cGAMP and C53-bound STINGFL complex retains the parallel 
alignment linking the LBD and TM domains (Fig. 8d). C53, a relatively 
hydrophobic small molecule, adopts a C-shaped conformation and 
inserts into a deep pocket formed by transmembrane helices from 
both subunits of the STINGFL dimer (Fig. 8e). There is an outward shift 
of transmembrane helices of the STINGFL dimer to accommodate the 

bound C53 (Fig. 8f), which in turn induces interdimer contacts between 
TM helices of adjacent dimers, with such side-by-side packing resulting 
in higher-order oligomer formation.

In the presence of both cGAMP and C53, human STINGFL dimer 
formed both tetramers (Fig. 8g) and higher oligomeric states, which 
adopt a curved shape reflective of the positive membrane curvature 
associated with the rim of the Golgi and ER, thereby facilitating antero-
grade transport130. Current efforts aim to identify a cellular endogenous 
ligand that like, C53, could bind within the TMD pocket and facilitate 
cGAMP-induced STINGFL activation.

Highlights of recent STING research
Overall, the above sections highlight the conformational changes in 
both STINGLBD and STINGFL on cGAMP complex formation, on the contri-
bution of STINGFL oligomerization towards its activation and transport 
from the ER to the Golgi, as well as identification of small molecules 
targeting both STING’s cytoplasmic and membrane-spanning domains 
to regulate its activity.

Future challenges
The most important take-home message is that CDN second messen-
gers are ancient signaling molecules eliciting a potent innate immune 
response that originated in bacteria and evolved through evolutionary 
adaptation to metazoans. Structural studies have established that 
the central components of both bacterial and metazoan signaling 
pathways adopt a common set of principles enabling signal activa-
tion at the nucleotidyltransferase-sensor, CDN-second-messenger and 
STING-adaptor levels. Thus, metazoan-specific insertions within the 
core STING scaffold facilitate a switch from direct effector function in 
bacteria to regulation of antiviral transcription in metazoans.

Ongoing challenges in the immunity and inflammation fields 
require an improved understanding from a structural perspective of 
factors involved in the tightly regulated cGAMP-mediated cGAS–STING 
pathway, including formation, stability, trafficking and degradation of 
key components. Thus, further studies are required to molecularly elu-
cidate how post-translational modifications regulate cGAS and STING 
activity, and how viral and bacterial factors are involved in pathogen 
evasion of this innate immune pathway. Furthermore, developing small 
molecules targeting cGAS or STING agonists as therapeutics for cancer 
immunotherapy, antagonists for treatment of autoimmune diseases, 
such as systemic lupus erythematosus and Sjogren’s syndrome, and 
adjuvant inducers for vaccine development against pathogens, is 
sure to be the focus of future studies. A remaining challenge relates 
to improving the understanding of how the cGAS–STING pathway 
distinguishes invading foreign from abundant host DNA, as well as 
how this pathway cross-talks with other pathways.
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